Weekly Homework
There will also be weekly activities to complete; their focus
spelling words and Mathletics activities.
By the end of Year 4 they must know all of their
multiplication and division facts up to 12!
As a school, we are focusing on reading and encouraging all
children to read more regularly at home – aiming for at
least 5 times a week.

In response to recent parent surveys, homework at
Churchwood has changed!

Let’s get creative!
These are enrichment activities that you may
choose to do with your child at home, to support
their learning. Pick at least 2 and please hand these
into Miss Klein by Friday 5th July.

Geography
The Tudors travelled all around Britain.

Ensure your child reads with an adult at least 5 times a
week and they will receive a reading medal, a dip in my
reward tin and a stamp in their Reading Passport!

Cooking
Create an Arctic themed bake!
Remember, you can:
-make it at home and bring in pictures or the
recipe
-bring in a taster
-or if you really want, enough for the class –
but you don’t have to do this!

History
Research at least 5 new facts about the
Tudors and present these however you
wish! It will then be displayed on our Topic
wall. What can you find out about Henry
VIII?

Off With Her Head!
Homework
Year 4 – Term 6

One World Fortnight
For the first 2 weeks of Term 6, the academy will be
in the throes of ‘One World Fortnight’.
Each class has decided upon a country to focus their
learning on – Year 4’s will be the Arctic!

Science
Our Science topic in Term 6 is ‘Animals and
Humans’.

As a homework task, you could research at least 5
facts about the Arctic and present these however
you wish!

Draw and label a skeleton!
It could be a human skeleton or any animal
you wish. Use the internet or any books you
may have (or take a peek in our library) to
label the bones and/or muscles!

You could research the environment, any famous
explorers linked to this area of the world, the
wildlife…anything!

Using a map of the country, mark where
they have been known to have settled.
This website is quite useful:
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/his
tory/general-history/tudor-facts/

D.T
Create a crown that would be fit for a King!
(Henry VIII…you could also win brownie
points and create one for a Queen…)
You could research crowns worn in Tudor
times for inspiration.
If you need any materials, visit the Art
cupboard with Miss Klein!

